Quick Start Guide

AWR Advantage Plus Bluetooth Pairing
Bluetooth allows for wireless headset use. To ‘Pair’ or Link the radio
to a Bluetooth headset for the first time, follow the steps below.

Press and Hold

The Side Function 2 button
while turning the unit on.

LINK - - -

Release the Side Key

Will be displayed on the
screen.

Once the LED flashes blue.

Follow

The pairing instructions for
the Bluetooth headset being
used.
The ‘Pairing’ process will take
approximately 35 seconds.

Once Paired

The headset will say “device
is connected” and the radio
screen will display ‘Blue OK’

Please Note
Bluetooth Must Be Activated

On the radio using the AWR Advantage programming software for the process to work.

Bluetooth is Not Available

On the AWR Advantage two-way radio.

To Initiate a Transmission

Press the radio’s push to talk button while speaking into the Bluetooth headset.
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AWR Advantage Plus Bluetooth Connect Mode
Once a Bluetooth headset has been ‘Paired’ to a radio, the ‘Connect’ mode can be used for
subsequent ‘linking’ of the radio and headset. This is typically a much faster process then ‘Pairing’.

Turn On

Access the Short Menu

Use the Up or Down Keys

Use the Up or Down Keys

LINK - - -

Once Paired

The AWR Advantage Plus
and Bluetooth headset.

To select “LINK” then press
the S/M key.

The ‘Connecting’ process will
typically take less than 10 seconds.

By pressing the menu
function key. The default is
the S/M Key, long press.

To find the menu option
labeled Bluetooth. Press the
S/M key.

Will be displayed on the
screen and the LED will flash
blue while connecting.

The headset will say “device
is connected” and the radio
screen will display ‘Blue OK’
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